
 

 
Thank you and please enjoy these wines from your 2013 Quarter Three Vine Club pack!!! 

 
Well for the longest time I thought summer was never going to come this year.  This week it certainly seems like it is here in full 
force though.  We are now getting temperature nearing the 100 degree mark that is reminding me that I do in fact live in 
Virginia. 
 
So far this year has been one that has kept me happy but a little anxious and on edge.   
 
As far as the wines that are already in bottle or patiently aging time could not be better.  The 2011 vintage that was one filled with 
what I once thought only to be heartache has proven to produce some lovely wine.  I don’t think I have ever been more proud of 
a vintage than the 2011’s right now.  They have a wonderful elegance and complexity to them that I never thought would be 
possible with the challenges of the year.  With the meticulous decision making our entire team made from vineyard to bottle 
they are also ones of transparency and purity that shows the very best the year can offer.  Overall I am thrilled.  The Bin 2 and 
Bin 4 Whites that are in the White Wine Select pack are great examples of this and Bin 4 really still shows fabulous signs of the 
Nevaeh terroir.  The Boneyard Cabernet Sauvignon in the Red Wine Select and Winemakers Select pack even shows some 
power I didn’t think was possible in 2011 due to the great drainage of Tranquility which this wine is exclusively from.  
 
The Single Vineyard pack, Winemakers Select and White Wine Select are rounded out with some 2010 vintages.  I don’t get sick 
of talking about this heralded vintage.  The power of these wines is simply unsurpassable.  They are loaded with ripe fruit, 
luscious textures and the ability to hold for many years to come.  The Single Vineyard selection also holds the last of these great 
2010’s with our flagship 2010, my personal favorite. 
 
The Red wine select is rounded out with two re-releases in the Bin 5 and Bin 3 from 2008.  These wines are just now coming into 
their own, but certainly have more life to them.  They are really starting to have great integration and allowing all the character 
to shine showing the classic vintage, the terroir and the purity of fruit. 
 
Coming down the pipeline is the 2012’s which you will start to see in that tasting room and in your coming Vine Club packets.  
These are by far the most complete wines we have made with a great combination of power, balance, complexity and elegance.  I 
can’t get my nose out of the glass each time I sip.  The first of the Single Vineyards are even going into bottle in less than a 
month….WoooHooo. 
 
As for the 2013 vintage thus far…It is still up in the air.  We have certainly had more rain than I would like to see and it was a 
much later spring than normal, but it is still early.  While I am concerned about some of the later ripeners like Cabernet 
Sauvignon, Cabernet Franc and Petit Verdot, I am hugely optimistic that it could still be a classic for the likes of Merlot, Syrah, 
Viognier and Chardonnay.  That is great for us given that those are the varieties we tend to shine with.  Really that is all I can 
say about the vintage at this point and I should instead get back out to the field to make sure 2013 is more of what you have come 
to expect from us.    
 
Salute!!! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



This Quarter’s Wine: 
 

1) Long Bomb Edition Four 2010 – We can’t believe we are already serving up Long Bomb Edition Four.  It seems like 
yesterday that we released the first of the Long Bomb wines - our tribute wine to our founder Whitie Hubert. 

 
The Long Bomb Four is a great representation of 2010 and the varying sites we used in that vintage with fruit 
coming from all over Virginia from Roanoke, to Orange to our Estate Nevaeh Vineyard.  The wine shows the 
elegance that the cooler nights gave from the high elevation vineyard in Roanoke through the Cabernet Franc and 
Merlot, but the wine also shows the sweet fruit and lush character of the generally hot and dry 2010 vintage. 
 
The grapes for this wine were all treated in a different way to get a better feel for the vintage and to increase 
complexity.  The fermentations in general were short but the wine remained in the skins ranging from 9 days to 34 
days depending on the variety and site.  The wine spent 10 months with Virginia Oak before being bottled early to 
retain the youthful fruit intensity in July of 2011.     

 
2) Boneyard Cabernet Sauvignon 2011 – The most shocking block of grapes that we brought in during the 2011 vintage 

was for sure a block of Cabernet Sauvignon from Tranquility Vineyard.  For the last few years we have been 
working on an experiment with two different trellis systems at Tranquility.  The low yielding vertical shoot 
positioning that is used in Nevaeh and the often favored in Virginia Smart Dyson with a split canopy to battle vigor 
and give a bit more fruit.  While we were not shocked that our VSP system has much more depth, more even 
ripening and more intensity, we were shocked as to how well it still faired in 2011.  This Cabernet Sauvignon has 
proven to be a great wine, in fact, the best red of the year.  Who would have thought one of the latest ripeners would 
do so well.  It is due to the low yields we carried and the incredible drainage and slope of the block at Tranquility.  
The wine was chosen to be a varietal wine for Boneyard instead of a Single Vineyard only because we did use 
commercial yeast and helped guide the wine a little more than usual.  We feel that this wine was helped with 
precision winemaking instead of just showcasing the terroir and incredible fruit.  While a great expression of cooler 
year Cabernet, it does not show all of the tell-tale signs of Tranquility’s earthy rusticity.  It is more pure and fruit 
driven. 

 
A medium dark wine with lovely aromas of violets, red currant, mint and raspberry.  The palate is intense but on a 
balanced medium body frame with solid but ripe tannins and a great back bone of acidity.  I think this wine will 
progress nicely over the next 3-5 years as the fruit integrated further with the barrel aging.  It is also stunning when 
paired with something like Pappardelle with a rustic Bolognese with short ribs, oxtail and fresh from the garden 
basil. 
 

3)  Charval 2010 - Another eclectic blend that is meant to showcase the true fruit of each givenVintage.  Every year we 
make this white to showcase raw primary fruit to have a great understanding of the nature of the vintage.  
Well…2010 was massive.  A blend of 65% Chardonnay, 14% Sauvignon Blanc, 12% Petit Manseng, 7% Viognier and 
2% Roussanne.  This is the first vintage that we have included Petit Manseng and Roussanne.  It is also the first 
year we did not make any Pinot Gris.  We have found over the past few years we have struggled with the flavor 
development of Pinot Gris wanting to ripen so early and found that Roussanne is adding some great complexity, 
while Petit Manseng is bringing in some great structure and added aromatic intensity.  Still made in a similar 
manner to past vintages in stainless steel to preserve the primary fruit, while adding in some (17%) barrel fermented 
just to round the wine out slightly.  This vintage however does have less sweetness then past vintages in order to 
have better balance due to lower acidity and higher alcohol from the hot and dry vintage.   

 
A wine of impeccable intensity and aromatics of honey, Jonagold apples, straw and a great floral quality.  The palate 
is quite full with astonishing balance and softness for a Charval blend.  The grassy and floral notes follow through 
on the palate with honeydew melon notes and a long finish showing some citrus notes.  Our biggest and most 
complex Charval to date.  This is best consumed in its youth and could be paired with Roasted Ayrshire Farms 
chicken in pan juices and local farm fresh snap peas.   

 
 
 
 
Thanks and Enjoy, 

 
The Tarara Team! 


